You can’t control the weather. But you can be prepared.

The new AllSeasonContact 2.
German engineered safety for every season.

Experience increased efficiency due to our advanced material and tread technology.

Feel safe in any weather thanks to better handling and braking.

Enjoy our new adaptive tread design for a smooth and comfortable driving experience all year round.
The new AllSeasonContact 2.
German engineered safety all year round.

When nothing lasts forever, this tyre lasts for longer.
The AllSeasonContact 2 is constructed from advanced materials with an improved pattern design that reduces friction. This not only leads to lower abrasion, giving your tyre a longer life, but also reduced energy loss – key to minimizing fuel consumption and extending range.

When the seasons do what they want, this tyre does what you want.
You can’t control the weather. But you can be prepared. With its new and improved compound technology, the AllSeasonContact 2 stays consistent under any temperature, providing better grip whatever the season as well as ultimate driving confidence and safety.

When the weather changes, your driving experience stays smooth.
Our adaptive tread design with its innovative c-block technology, gives the AllSeasonContact 2 a higher stiffness. Its open shoulders help transport water away from the tyre. This means better handling in curves and a smoother ride on straight roads, for a more pleasurable driving experience in any weather.

Performance

Dry braking 105%
115 % Mileage
Dry handling 105%
106 % Rolling resistance
100 % Comfort
Aquaplaning 98%
100 % Snow performance

EU tyre label values
Fuel efficiency: B
Wet braking: B
Noise level: 72 dB (B)

Dimensions

Tyre width in mm:
165–285
Tyre cross section:
35–65
Rim size in inches:
15–21
Speed symbol:
H–Y

Based on internal tests in 205/55 R16 94V XL
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